AIS Matrix creates sophisticated, flexible workspaces that withstand the test of time. Offering robust electrical capabilities, this full frame and tile AIS panel systems allow data and power to run every 8” in height.

With Matrix, you can create the perfect environment, meeting the demands of today’s technologically-charged workforce. SCS Indoor Advantage Gold™ certified and designed for reuse, Matrix can construct any configuration including open plan, private offices, reception areas, conference rooms and more.

When coupled with Calibrate components and accessories, work areas become collaborative and modern with a twist of elegance. With virtually limitless options, AIS Matrix can bring your office space to a new level of sophistication.
AIS Matrix open plan task station with Calibrate under-worksurface storage and open box overheads. Also featuring A-leg supported surfaces with worksurface mounted paperflow toolbar and LED lighting.
AIS workstation with spine wall desking stations with shared overheads and open frame bases, glass up-mount screens and mobile cushion top pedestals.
AIS system furniture Matrix design station with standing height worksurfaces, dual monitor arms and paperflow tiles.
AIS Office Furniture: Matrix touchdown station with Calibrate low storage credenzas and casual seating spaces. Inset glass panel top screens and Calibrate surface support legs.
AIS Matrix teaming workstations with metal case side access bookcases and personal wardrobe storage.
AIS Matrix linear profile panels with tiered worksurfaces and dual monitor arms.
AIS Matrix collaborative space with shared overheads, laminate personal storage tower and Calibrate box/file lateral common seating
AIS Office Furniture: Managerial office with Calibrate sliding door credenzas and overheads. Frosted modesty screen with Calibrate N-Leg support. Infinity mid-back seating.
AIS Workstations: 50” high Matrix radius with under-worksurface electrical and desktop glass privacy screens.
AIS Matrix 120 degree task stations with space efficient spanner worksurfaces and raised overhead storage.
The AIS Matrix electrical system has more capacity and design flexibility than virtually any frame and tile system available today. Matrix provides electrical and data cabling holes at every 8 inch of height, forming up to 10 laterally continuous raceway channels on an 82 inch high panel. Electrical and data may be run through the panel frames at every height and multiple powerways can be positioned from the bottom of the panel up to 114 inches in height, providing extensive cabling capacity and power access placement options. Power and data can be consolidated in a single power tile, offering up to 3 duplexes and 6 Data Jack Housings in a single location.
- Powerways providing access to an 8 wire or 10 wire electrical system may be mounted at any height from base to bellline or above. Every 8 inch power access tile can accommodate two powerways stacked to allow access for up to four duplex outlets and/or data jack housings.
- A true unimpeded "lay in" topcap channel accommodates up to 16 category 6 cables in addition to the internal raceways. Stack frames may be retrofit over lay in channel without removing existing cables. Matrix sets a new industry standard for electrical and data capacity, flexibility and access.
- Internal covered cable compartments can be ordered to separate secure data lines from non-secure lines.
- Triple channel powerpoles can each accommodate multiple feeds and dozens of data cables.
- AIS Matrix access tiles have a universal data housing interface and can accommodate any manufacturer's data device housings, including Hubbell™, Ortronics™, Amp™, Leviton™ and others.
AIS Matrix can construct any configuration including open plan, private offices, reception areas, conference rooms and more. With virtually limitless options, Matrix can bring your office space to a new level of sophistication.
AIS Matrix coupled with Calibrate components and accessories can incorporate a modern aesthetic into any space with ease.